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From the Chair 

 
Hello everyone, 
 
I thought I would take opportunity to look back on the last quarter and to see what is coming up 
next.  It is usually safe to talk about the weather so I think we all agree these last few weeks have 
been unexpectedly glorious.  What a relief after all those cold, dark days of the early months of the 
year.   
 
We have completed our first training course of 2011 with a promising intake from the trainees.  I 
would appreciate your help in welcoming all newcomers and get them included in the body of the 
field rather than leave them tacked on the end of the line.  Welcome to Helen Tweed, Claire 
Wilders, Geoff Cooper, Paul Taylor & son Nick. Others who have expressed interest are Steve 
Bryan and Jenny Gautier. 
 
I thought the St George was a very bright event.  Thanks to everyone who brought food and/or 
beverages to the shoot for the (ahem) lunchtime refreshments – and well done Richard, George, 
and Su for their success at Compound, Recurve and Longbow respectively, not to mention 
Champion of the Arrow from Helen.  Photos have been circulated by Chris Hawkins and thanks to 
him for that.  The excellent Nathan chilly deserves a commendation – well done that man! 
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http://www.oldbasingarchers.co.uk/photos/photo_index.html 
There were a few of us at the Saxon – a participant writes below… 
 
More good news is that we now have three new accredited trainers, Chris Wilgar, Gareth 
Wiseman and yours truly.  This underwrites the club commitment to the quality of the service it 
offers to the public.  Of course that only means we have the paperwork, we couldn’t do it without 
the experience of our OBA training team. 
 
I will be looking for your support at the end of May to help us host the have-a-go sessions at Old 
Basing House on the 28th 29th & 30th May.  Julian will need support too for his visitors at Sherfield 
School on the Saturday.  We also have our Basing Carnival have-a-go on 18th June.  The lists are 
on the cupboard door and your early commitment will help our planning. 
 
I realise that this is a lot to ask for but if there is one thing I want Old Basing Archers to be it is the 
natural reference point for people around this area who want to get into the sport.  I can’t think of a 
better way to put our name about. If we can offer help to schools and be present at the right 
events then when people think of Archery then I would like them to think of us.  
 



I’ll be doing a quarterly look forward and back on the quarter days: 

 Lady Day (25 March, I know I’m late.) 

 Midsummer Day (24 June)  

 Michaelmas (29 September)  

 Christmas (25 December) 
 
Regards 
 
Steve Meredith 
 
 

Club Fees:- 

 
Club fees are due on the 1st May.  
If you have not received a form from Steve Learwood then please contact him for one. 
As in previous years you can pay in 3 monthly installments by giving Steve post dated cheques. 
 
 

Archery at the 2012 Olympics. 
For those who didn’t apply for tickets to the Archery event at Lords Cricket Ground. The first day of 
the event (Friday 27th July) is the qualifying rounds and no ticket is necessary!  
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The Captain of the Arrow writes 
 
Six sun-scorched OBA archers returned today from the Andover Saxon tournament at Andover 
Archers. A lovely day weather wise and some good shooting was had by all.  
 
The day began with a “Pack-a-Kia-with-as-many-bows-and-picnic-kit-as-possible competition with 
Helen, Richard and James D piling into Julian’s Kia for the drive down to Andover. Chris W and 
Ben joined the OBA team on the field where the weather soon warmed up. Richard, Julian, Chris 
and James were all shooting Yorks with Helen and Ben shooting Herefords –a total of 12 dozen 
arrows in all. It wasn’t too long before six dozen arrows had been shot and lunchtime was upon us. 
With Richard boasting about his 22p salad from Tesco’s (Tesco was closed on Easter Sunday so 
had presumably reduced Richards’s meal the night before) and Ben enjoying his chips, lunch was 
one of the early highlights of the day.  
 
The rest of the tournament passed with a few ups and downs – not least relating to arrow scores. 
There was a bit of a stand-off on the ladies’ line when targets hadn’t been secured properly but all 
rounds were finally completed. James and Helen scored personal bests and Helen and Richard 
managed to score enough for Black and Gold GNAS rose awards respectively. Richard even 
managed a Master Bowman score! James struggled to maintain a full set of arrows and Julian 
struggled to the finish with a rather worn “D-loop”. The Kia brigade stayed on for the award 
ceremony hoping for a glimpse at the compound team trophy with a team comprising of Richard, 
Julian and Helen but alas it wasn’t to be as Spelthorne Archers won this.  
 
However, Richard managed to come second in the Men’s compound competition, which was 
some consolation. A fun day was had by all – hopefully there will be more from OBA at the next 
tournament! 
 
Helen Rickets 
 
 
 
 


